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ATTENTION:

CLINICAL TRAINEES AND PROVISIONALS!

The new edition of Toronto Notes is available at the College Library! Both copies will be initially available for a two-week loan period in order to ensure that a maximum number of readers will be able to borrow this book before the upcoming exams. Requests will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Please indicate if a previous edition would be acceptable as an alternative to being on the wait list.
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Review Articles


...SEE OVER...


**Research Studies**


**Practice Guidelines**


38. Best practices to minimize risk of infection with intrauterine device insertion. *JOGC* 2014;36:266-74.


**BOOKS**


**Audio CDs**

Trauma (*EM 31:03*)
Sleep medicine (*FP 62:07*)
Diabetes (*FP 62:10*)
Pneumonia (*IM 61:05*)
Menopause (*IM 61:10*)
Rotator Cuff (*Orth 37:02*)
Allergy update (*Otol 47:03*)
Pediatric trauma (*Ped 60:08*)

**Exciting and new...**
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**Cites & Bytes** is produced each month to help our users keep up to date with new developments in medicine. Articles are selected from authoritative, peer-reviewed journals on topics of current interest. Though selection is based on source and currency, special consideration is given to articles in the news, those of regional or local interest, and those appropriate to the season. Please note that the articles included in each issue are for your information and are not to be considered College policy.
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